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The transcriptional regulatory structure of plant genomes remains poorly defined relative to animals. It is unclear how many
cis-regulatory elements exist, where these elements lie relative to promoters, and how these features are conserved across
plant species. We employed the assay for transposase-accessible chromatin (ATAC-seq) in four plant species (Arabidopsis
thaliana, Medicago truncatula, Solanum lycopersicum, and Oryza sativa) to delineate open chromatin regions and transcription
factor (TF) binding sites across each genome. Despite 10-fold variation in intergenic space among species, the majority of open
chromatin regions lie within 3 kb upstream of a transcription start site in all species. We find a common set of four TFs that appear
to regulate conserved gene sets in the root tips of all four species, suggesting that TF-gene networks are generally conserved.
Comparative ATAC-seq profiling of Arabidopsis root hair and non-hair cell types revealed extensive similarity as well as many
cell-type-specific differences. Analyzing TF binding sites in differentially accessible regions identified a MYB-driven regulatory
module unique to the hair cell, which appears to control both cell fate regulators and abiotic stress responses. Our analyses
revealed common regulatory principles among species and shed light on the mechanisms producing cell-type-specific
transcriptomes during development.

INTRODUCTION

The transcription of protein coding genes is controlled by regu-
latory DNA elements, including both the core promoter and more
distal enhancer elements (Lee and Young, 2000). The core pro-
moter is a shortDNA region surrounding the transcription start site
(TSS), at which RNA polymerase II and general transcription
factors are recruited. Enhancer elements act as platforms for
recruiting both positive- and negative-acting transcription factors
(TFs) and serve to integrate multiple signaling inputs in order to
dictate the spatial and temporal control of transcription from
the core promoter. As such, enhancer functions are critical for

directing transcriptional output during cell differentiation and
development, as well as coordinating transcriptional responses
to environmental change (Ong and Corces, 2011). Despite their
importance, only a small number of bona fide enhancers have
been characterized in plants, and we lack a global view of their
general distribution and action in plant genomes (Weber et al.,
2016).
In large part, our limited knowledge of plant cis-regulatory el-

ements arises from the unique difficulties in identifying these el-
ements. While some enhancers exist near their target core
promoter, others can be thousands of base pairs upstream or
downstream, or evenwithin the transcribed region of a gene body
(Ong and Corces, 2011; Spitz and Furlong, 2012). Furthermore,
enhancers generally do not display universal sequence conser-
vation, aside from sharing of individual TF binding sites, which
makes them very challenging to locate. By contrast, core pro-
moters can be readily identified through mapping the 59 ends of
transcripts (Morton et al., 2014; Mejía-Guerra et al., 2015). It was
recently discovered that many enhancer elements in animal ge-
nomes could be identified with relatively high confidence based
on a unique combination of flanking histone posttranslational
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modifications (PTMs), such as an enrichment for H3K27ac and
H3K4me1. This characteristic histone PTM signature has led to
the annotation of such elements in several animal models and
specialized cell types (Heintzman et al., 2009; Bonn et al., 2012).
However, the only currently known association between plant cis-
regulatory elements and histone PTMs appears to be a modest
correlation with H3K27me3 (Zhang et al., 2012b; Zhu et al., 2015).
Though encouraging, this mark is not unique to these elements
and cannot be used to identify enhancers on its own.

A long-known and general feature of sequence-specific DNA
bindingproteins is their ability todisplacenucleosomesuponDNA
binding, leading to an increase in nuclease accessibility around
the binding region (Gross and Garrard, 1988; Henikoff, 2008). In
particular,DNaseI treatmentofnuclei coupledwithhigh-throughput
sequencing (DNase-seq) has been used to probe chromatin
accessibility. This technology has served as an important tool in
identifying regulatory elements throughout animal genomes
(Thurmanetal., 2012) andmore recently incertainplantgenomes
(Zhang et al., 2012a, 2012b; Pajoro et al., 2014; Sullivan et al.,
2014). In addition, a differential micrococcal nuclease sensitivity
assay has also been used to probe functional regions of the
maize genome, demonstrating the versatility of this approach
(Vera et al., 2014; Rodgers-Melnick et al., 2016).

DNase-seq has been used successfully to identify open chro-
matin regions in different tissues of both rice (Oryza sativa) and
Arabidopsis thaliana (Zhang et al., 2012a; Pajoro et al., 2014; Zhu
et al., 2015). Over a dozen of the intergenic DNase-hypersensitive
sites in Arabidopsis were tested and shown to act as enhancer
elements by activating a minimal promoter-reporter cassette,
demonstrating that chromatin accessibility is an important factor
in enhancer identification (Zhu et al., 2015). Collectively, these
DNase-seq studies show that themajority of open chromatin sites
exist outside of genes in rice and Arabidopsis, that differences in
open chromatin sites can be identified between tissues, and that
a large proportion of intergenic open chromatin sites are in fact
regulatory, at least in Arabidopsis. Another recent significant
advance came from using DNase-seq to examine the changes in
Arabidopsis chromatin accessibility and TF occupancy that occur
duringdevelopmentand in response toabioticstress (Sullivanetal.,
2014). This work showed that TF-to-TF regulatory network con-
nectivity appears to be similar between Arabidopsis, human, and
Caenorhabditis elegans and that such networks were extensively
“rewired” in response to stress. This study also showed that many
genetic variants linked to complex traits were preferentially located
in accessible chromatin regions, portending the potential for har-
nessing natural variation in regulatory DNA for plant breeding.

We are still left with many open questions regarding the general
conservation of transcriptional regulatory landscapes across
plant genomes. For example, it remains unclear how many cis-
regulatory elements generally exist in plant genomes, where they
reside in relation to their target genes, and to what extent these
features are conserved across plant genomes. Furthermore, it is
not clear how the cis-regulatory elements within a single genome
confer cell-type-specific transcriptional activity—and thus cell
type identity—during development. In this study, we seek to build
on previous work and to address some of these outstanding
questions by analyzing chromatin accessibility across multiple,
diverse plant species, and between two distinct cell types.

From amethodological perspective, the DNase-seq procedure
is relatively labor-intensive and requires a large number of starting
nuclei for DNaseI treatment, which can be a major drawback for
conducting cell-type-specific profiling investigations. More re-
cently, the assay for transposase-accessible chromatin with se-
quencing (ATAC-seq) was developed as an alternative approach
(Buenrostro et al., 2013). ATAC-seqemploys treatment of isolated
nuclei with an engineered transposase that simultaneously
cleaves DNA and inserts sequencing adapters, such that cleaved
fragments originating from open chromatin can be converted into
a high-throughput sequencing library by PCR. Sequencing of the
resulting library provides readout highly similar to that of DNase-
seq, but ATAC-seq requires far fewer nuclei (Buenrostro et al.,
2015). The relatively simple procedure for ATAC-seq and its low
nuclei input, combined with its recent application in Arabidopsis
and rice (Wilkins et al., 2016; Bajic et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2017), has
made it widely useful for assaying plant DNA regulatory regions.
In this study, we first optimized ATAC-seq for use with crude
nuclei and nuclei isolated by INTACT (isolation of nuclei tagged in
specific cell types) affinity purification (Deal and Henikoff, 2010).
We then applied this method to INTACT-purified root tip nuclei
from Arabidopsis, Medicago truncatula, tomato (Solanum lyco-
persicum), and rice, aswell as the root hair andnon-hair epidermal
cell types of Arabidopsis. The use of diverse plant species of both
dicot and monocot lineages allowed us to assay regulatory
structure over a broad range of evolutionary distances. Addi-
tionally, analysis of the Arabidopsis root hair and non-hair cell
types allowed us to identify distinctions in chromatin accessibility
that occurred during the differentiation of developmentally linked
cell types from a common progenitor stem cell.
In our cross-species comparisons, we discovered that the

majority of open chromatin sites in all four species exist outside of
transcribed regions. The open sites also tended to cluster within
several kilobases upstream of the transcription start sites despite
the largedifferences in intergenicspacebetween the fourgenomes.
Whenorthologousgeneswerecomparedacrossspecies,wefound
that thenumberand locationofopenchromatin regionswerehighly
variable, suggesting that regulatory elements are not statically
positioned relative to target genes over evolutionary timescales.
However,we foundevidence that particulargenesets remainunder
control by common TFs across these species. For instance, we
discovered a set of four TFs that appear to be integral for root tip
transcriptional regulationofcommongenesets inall species.These
include ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL5 (HY5) and MYB DOMAIN
PROTEIN77 (MYB77), whichwere previously shown to impact root
development in Arabidopsis (Oyama et al., 1997; Shin et al., 2007).
When comparing the two Arabidopsis root epidermal cell types,

we found that their open chromatin profiles are qualitatively very
similar. However, many quantitative differences between cell types
were identified,andtheseregionsoftencontainedbindingmotifs for
TFs thatweremore highly expressed in onecell type than the other.
Further analysis of several such cell-type-enriched TFs led to the
discovery of a hair cell transcriptional regulatory module driven by
ABA INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5) and MYB33. These factors appear to
coregulate a number of additional hair cell-enriched TFs, including
MYB44 and MYB77, which in turn regulate many downstream TF
genes as well as other genes impacting hair cell fate, physiology,
secondary metabolism, and stress responses.
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Overall, our work suggests that the cis-regulatory structure of
these four plant genomes is strikingly similar and that TF-target
gene modules are also generally conserved across species.
Furthermore, early differential expression of high-level TFs be-
tween theArabidopsishair andnon-hair cells appears todriveaTF
cascade that at least partially explains distinctions between hair
and non-hair cell transcriptomes. Our data also highlight the utility
of comparative chromatin profiling approaches and will be widely
useful for hypothesis generation and testing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Application of ATAC-Seq in Arabidopsis Root Tips

The ATAC-seq method was introduced in 2013 and has since
beenwidely adopted inmanysystems (Buenrostro et al., 2013;Mo
et al., 2015; Scharer et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2017). This technique
utilizes a hyperactive Tn5 transposase that is preloaded with
sequencing adapters as aprobe for chromatin accessibility.When
purified nuclei are treated with the transposase complex, the
enzyme freely enters nuclei and cleaves accessible DNA, both
aroundnucleosomesandatnucleosome-depleted regionsarising
from the binding of TFs to DNA. Upon cleavage of DNA, the
transposon integratessequencingadapters, fragmenting theDNA
sample in the process. Regions of higher accessibility will be
cleaved by the transposase more frequently and generate more
fragments—and ultimately more reads—once the sample is se-
quenced. Conversely, less accessible regions will have fewer
fragments and reads. After PCR amplification of the raw DNA
fragments, paired-end sequencing of the ATAC-seq library can
reveal nucleosome-depleted regions where TFs are bound.

In this study, we set out to apply ATAC-seq to multiple plant
species as well as different cell types from a single species. As
such, we first established procedures for using the method
with Arabidopsis, starting with root tip nuclei affinity purified by
INTACT. We also established a protocol to use nuclei purified by
detergent lysis of organelles followed by sucrose sedimentation,
with the goal of broadening the application of ATAC-seq to
nontransgenic starting tissue. We began with an Arabidopsis
INTACT transgenic line constitutively expressing both the nuclear
envelope targeting fusion protein (NTF) and biotin ligase (BirA)
transgenes. Coexpression of these transgenes results in all the
nuclei in the plant becoming biotinylated and, thus, amenable to
purification with streptavidin beads (Deal and Henikoff, 2010;
Sullivan et al., 2014). Transgenic INTACT plants were grown on
vertically orientednutrient agar plates to facilitate root growth, and
total nuclei were isolated from the 1-cm root tip region. These
nuclei were further purified either by treatment with 1% (v/v) Triton
X-100 and sedimentation through a sucrose cushion (“Crude”
purification) or affinitypurifiedusingstreptavidin-coatedmagnetic
beads (INTACT purification). In both cases 50,000 nuclei from
each purification strategy were used as the input for ATAC-seq
(Figure 1A). Overall, both Crude and INTACT-purified nuclei
yielded very similar results (Figures 1B and 1C; Supplemental
Figure 1). One clear difference that emerged was the number of
reads that map to organellar DNA between the nuclei preparation
methods. While the total reads of Crude nuclei preparations

mapped ;50% to organellar genomes and 50% to the nuclear
genome, the total reads of INTACT-purified nuclei consistently
mapped over 90% to the nuclear genome (Table 1). The issue of
organellar genomes contaminating ATAC-seq reactions is a com-
monone, resulting in a large percentage of organelle-derived reads
that must be discarded before further analysis. This issue was also
recently shown to be remedied by increasing the purity of nuclei
prior to ATAC-seq by use of fluorescence-activated nuclei sorting
(Lu et al., 2017). To compare between data sets for the Crude and
INTACT preparation strategies, we analyzed the enrichment of
ATAC-seq readsusingHotspotpeakmappingsoftware (Johnet al.,
2011). Thoughdesigned for usewith DNase-seq data, Hotspot can
also be readily used with ATAC-seq data. The number of enriched
regions found with this algorithm did not differ greatly between
nucleipreparation types,nordid theSPOTscore (asignal specificity
measurement representing the proportion of sequenced reads that
fall into enriched regions) (Table 1). These results suggest that the
data sets are generally comparable regardless of the nuclei puri-
fication method.
Visualization of the Crude- and INTACT-ATAC-seq data sets in

a genome browser revealed that they were highly similar to one
another and toDNase-seqdata fromwhole root tissue (Figure 1B).
Further evidence of similarity among thesedata setswas foundby
examining the normalized read count signal in all data sets (both
ATAC-seq andDNase-seq) within the regions called “enriched” in
the INTACT-ATAC-seq data set. For this and all subsequent peak
calling in this study, we used the findpeaks algorithm in the
HOMER package (Heinz et al., 2010), which we found to be more
versatile and user-friendly than Hotspot. Using this approach, we
identified 23,288 enriched regions in our INTACT-ATAC-seq data.
We refer to thesepeaks,or enriched regions, in theATAC-seqdata
asTHSs.Weexamined thesignal at these regions in thewhole root
DNase-seqdataset andbothCrude-and INTACT-ATAC-seqdata
sets using heat maps and average plots. These analyses showed
thatTHSsdetected in INTACT-ATAC-seq tended tobeenriched in
both Crude-ATAC-seq and DNase-seq signal (Figure 1C). In
addition, the majority of enriched regions (19,516 of 23,288) were
found to overlap between the root tip INTACT-ATAC-seq and the
whole-root DNase-seq data (Figure 1D), and the signal intensity
over DNase-seq or ATAC-seq enriched regions was highly cor-
related between the data sets (Supplemental Figure 1).
To examine the distribution of hypersensitive sites among data

sets, we identified enriched regions in both types of ATAC-seq
data sets and the DNase-seq data set and then mapped these
regions to genomic features. We found that the distribution of
open chromatin regions relative to gene features was nearly in-
distinguishable among the data sets (Figure 1E). In all cases, the
majority of THSs (;75%)wereoutsideof transcribed regions,with
most falling within 2 kb upstream of a TSS and within 1 kb
downstream of a transcript termination site (TTS).
Overall, these results show that ATAC-seq can be performed

effectively using either Crude or INTACT-purified nuclei and that
thedata in either casearehighly comparable to that ofDNase-seq.
While the use of crudely purified nuclei should bewidely useful for
assaying any tissue of choice without a need for transgenics, it
comeswith the drawback that;50%of the obtained readswill be
from organellar DNA. The use of INTACT-purified nuclei greatly
increases the cost efficiency of the procedure and can also
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provide access to specific cell types, but requires preestablished
transgenic lines.

Comparison of Root Tip Open Chromatin Profiles among
Four Species

Having established an efficient procedure for using ATAC-seq on
INTACT affinity-purified nuclei, we used this tool to compare the
open chromatin landscapes among four different plant species. In
addition to the Arabidopsis INTACT line described above, we also
generated constitutive INTACT transgenic plants ofM. truncatula,
rice, and tomato. Seedlings of each species were grown on
vertically oriented nutrient plates for 1 week after radicle emer-
gence, and nuclei from the 1-cm root tip regions of each seedling
were isolated andpurifiedwith streptavidin beads. ATAC-seqwas
performed in at least two biological replicates for each species,

starting with 50,000 purified nuclei in each case. Visualization of
the mapped reads across each genome showed notable con-
sistencies in the data for all four species. In all cases, the reads
localize to discrete peaks that are distributed across the genome,
as expected (Figure 2A). Examination of a syntenic region found in
all fourgenomessuggestedat least somedegreeofconsistency in
the patterns of transposase accessibility around orthologous
genes (Figure 2A).
To specifically identify regions of each genome that were

enriched in ATAC-seq signal (THSs), we used the HOMER find-
peaks functiononeachbiological replicate experiment. For further
analysis, we retained only THS regions that were found in at least
two biological replicates of ATAC-seq in each species. These
reproducibleTHSswere thenmapped togenomic features ineach
species in order to examine their distributions. As seen previously
for Arabidopsis, the majority of THSs (;70–80%) were found

Figure 1. Application of ATAC-Seq to Arabidopsis and Comparison with DNase-Seq Data.

(A)Schematic of the INTACT systemand strategy for testingATAC-seq onnuclei with different levels of purity. Upper panel shows the two transgenes used
in the INTACT system: theNTF and biotin ligase. Driving expression of both transgenes using constitutive promoters generates biotinylated nuclei in all cell
types. Below is a diagram of a constitutive INTACT transgenic plant, showing the 1-cm root tip section used for all nuclei purifications. Root tip nuclei were
isolated from transgenic plants and either purified by detergent lysis of organelles followed by sucrose sedimentation (Crude) or purified using streptavidin
beads (INTACT). In each case 50,000 purified nuclei were used as input for ATAC-seq.
(B)Genome browser shot of ATAC-seq data along a 170-kb stretch of chromosome 4 from INTACT-purified and Crude nuclei, as well as DNase-seq data
from whole root tissue. Gene models are displayed on the bottom track.
(C)Average plots and heatmaps of DNase-seq and ATAC-seq signals at the 23,288 ATAC-seq THSs in the INTACT-ATAC-seq data set. The regions in the
heat maps are ranked from highest DNase-seq signal (top) to lowest (bottom).
(D) Venn diagram showing the overlap of enriched regions identified in root tip INTACT-ATAC-seq and whole-root DNase-seq data sets.
(E) Genomic distributions of enriched regions identified in DNase-seq, INTACT-ATAC-seq, and Crude-ATAC-seq data sets.
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outside of transcribed regions in all four species (Figure 2B). For
this analysis, we classified these extragenic THSs (THSs found
anywhere outside of transcribed regions) as proximal upstream
(<2 kb upstream of the TSS), proximal downstream (<1 kb
downstreamof the TTS), or intergenic (>2 kb upstream fromaTSS
or >1 kb downstream from a TTS). The proportion of THSs in the
proximal upstream and intergenic regions varied greatly with
genome size and, thus, the amount of intergenic space in the
genome. For example, a full 52% of THSs in Arabidopsis—the
organism with the smallest genome (;120 Mb) and highest gene
density of the four species—were in theproximal upstreamregion.
This percentage drops as genome size and intergenic space in-
crease, with 37% of the THSs in the proximal upstream region in
the rice genome (;400 Mb), 30% in the M. truncatula genome
(;480Mb), andamere11%in the tomatogenome (;820Mb). The
percentage of total THSs in the proximal downstream region
followed a similar pattern, marking 17% of the THSs in Arabi-
dopsis, 12% in rice andM. truncatula, and 6% in tomato. Finally,
the proportion of THSs classified as intergenic followed the in-
verse trend as expected, with 12% of the THSs in intergenic re-
gions for Arabidopsis, 30% for rice andM. truncatula, and 50%for
tomato (Figure2B).Thus,while theoverall proportionofextragenic
THSs is similar among species, the distance of these sites from
genes tends to increase with genome size, which is roughly
proportional to the average distance between genes.

Since the majority of THSs were found upstream of the nearest
gene for each species, we next classified the regions based on
their distance from the nearest TSS. We binned THSs in each
genome into twelve distance categories, starting with those
>10 kb upstreamof the TSS, then into 11 bins of 999 bpmoving in
toward the TSS, and finally a TSS-proximal bin of 100 to 0 bp
upstream of the TSS (Figure 2C). Starting with this TSS-proximal
bin, we find that ;17% of the upstream THSs in Arabidopsis, M.
truncatula, and rice arewithin 100 bp of the TSS, whereas 2.7%of
theupstreamTHSs in tomato arewithin100bpof theTSS.Moving
away from the TSS, we find that 91% of the total upstream THSs
fall within 2.9 kb of the TSS in Arabidopsis, while this number
decreases with genome size, with 84% for rice, 73% for
M.truncatula, and65%for tomato. In thedistancebinspanning9.9 to
3 kb upstream, we find 7% of the total upstream THSs in Arabi-
dopsis, 15% in rice, 23% in M. truncatula, and 32% in tomato.
Finally, the THSs that are more than 10 kb away from the TSS

accounts for 0.8% of the total upstream THSs in Arabidopsis,
0.9% in rice, 2.3% inM. truncatula, and 3.3% in tomato. Overall, it
is clear that in all species the majority of THSs are within 3 kb
upstream of a TSS, suggesting that most cis-regulatory elements
in these genomes are likely to be proximal to the core promoter.
In the species with the largest genomes and intergenic distances
(M. truncatula and tomato), THSs tend to be spread over
a somewhat wider range upstream of the TSS. However, even in
these cases, only a few hundred THSs in total aremore than 10 kb
away from the nearest gene. It is worth noting that the distribution
of THSs inM. truncatula is more similar to that of tomato than rice,
despite the genome size beingmore similar to rice. This suggests
that THSs tend to be further away from TSSs inM. truncatula than
would be expected based on genome size alone.
As most THSs fall near genes, we next investigated from the

opposite perspective: for any given gene, how many THSs were
associated with it? In this regard, we find that the Arabidopsis,
M. truncatula, and rice genomesare highly similar (Figure 2D). In all
three genomes, of the subset of genes that have any upstream
THSs, ;70% of these genes have a single site, ;20% have two
sites, 5 to 7% have three sites, and 2 to 3% have four or more
THSs.Bycontrast, the tomatogenomehasadifferent trend.Of the
subset of tomato geneswith any upstream THSs, only 27%of the
genes have a single site, and this proportion gradually decreases
with increasingTHSnumber,with2.7%of the tomatogenes in this
subset having 10 or more THSs.
Overall, wehave found that THSshave similar size andgenomic

distribution characteristics across all four species (Supplemental
DataSet1). Themajority of THSs inall speciesare foundoutsideof
genes,mainly upstreamof the TSS, and these sites tend to cluster
within 3 kb of the TSS. Furthermore,most geneswith an upstream
THS in Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, and rice have only one to two
THSs, whereas tomato genes tend to have a larger number of
upstream THSs. Whether this increase in upstream THSs in to-
mato is reflective of an increase in the number of regulatory el-
ements per gene based on clade-specific alterations in gene
regulation, DNA copy number changes, or simply the greater
abundance of transposons and other repeat elements is not
entirely clear. Compared with the other species, tomato THSs are
much more abundant and tend to be smaller in size than those of
the other species, and the tomato ATAC-seq data generally ap-
pear to have a lower signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 2A). While it is

Table 1. ATAC-Seq Reads from Crude and INTACT-Purified Arabidopsis Root Tip Nuclei

Experiment
Plastid Mapped
Reads (%)

Mitochondrial Mapped
Reads (%)

Nuclear Mapped
Reads (%)

Total Nuclear Mapped
Reads (3 106)

Total Hotspot Enriched
Regions Called

SPOT
Score

Crude 1 25.33 22.15 52.52 40.6 43,599 0.4339
Crude 2 24.40 21.03 54.58 31.0 43,043 0.4086
Crude 3 25.13 23.17 51.70 35.8 42,469 0.4471
INTACT 1 4.62 2.44 92.94 34.6 36,463 0.4167
INTACT 2 3.51 2.03 94.46 34.0 41,305 0.4004
INTACT 3 2.81 1.61 95.57 89.7 55,857 0.4896

ATAC-seq was performed in biological triplicate for both Crude and INTACT-purified nuclei. For each replicate, the table shows the percentage of reads
mapping to organelle and nuclear genomes, the total number of enriched regions identified by the peak calling program Hotspot, as well as the SPOT
score for each data set. The SPOT score is a measure of specificity describing the proportion of reads that fall in enriched regions, with higher scores
indicating higher specificity.
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unclear why the data from tomato are distinct in these ways, it is
clear that tomato THSs occupy mostly genic regions of the ge-
nome, as expected, and are highly reproducible between bi-
ological replicate experiments (Supplemental Figure 2).

Collectively, these results suggest that there is a relatively small
number of regulatory elements per gene in plants. These elements
tend to be focused near the promoter rather than at more distal
sites, as has been observed in animal, particularly mammalian,
genomes (Stadhouders et al., 2012). The assumptions implicit in
this argument are that open chromatin sites near a TSS reflect
regulatory elements that regulate that TSS and not a more distant
one and that upstream elements contribute the majority of regu-
latory effects. These assumptions appear to be generally validated
by many reporter assays showing that an upstream fragment of
several kilobases is frequently sufficient to recapitulate native
transcription patterns (Medford et al., 1991; Masucci et al., 1996;

Ruzicka et al., 2007; Tittarelli et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012), as well as
ourobservation thatupstreamTHSsare themostabundantclassof
open chromatin sites.

Open Chromatin Features Are Not Directly Conserved
among Orthologous Genes

Given thatmany of the properties of open chromatin regions were
shared among Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, rice, and tomato, we
next askedwhether thenumbersand locationsof THSs—and thus
putative regulatory elements—were conserved among ortholo-
gous genes across species. For these analyses, we identified
373 syntenic orthologs (Supplemental Data Set 2) that were found
in all four genomes and askedwhether members of each ortholog
set harbored a similar number of open chromatin regions across
the species. Again, using root tip THSs present in at least two

Figure 2. ATAC-Seq Profiling of Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, Tomato, and Rice.

(A) Comparison of ATAC-seq data along syntenic regions across the species. The left panel shows a genome browser shot of ATAC-seq data across
a syntenic region of all four genomes. ATAC-seq data tracks are shown above the corresponding gene track for each species. The right panel is an
enlargement of the region surrounded by a dotted box in the left panel. Orthologous genes are surrounded by black boxes connected by dotted lines
between species. Note the apparent similarity in transposase hypersensitivity upstream and downstream of the rightmost orthologs.
(B) Distribution of ATAC-seq THSs relative to genomic features in each species.
(C)Distribution of upstream THSs relative to genes in each species. THSs are binned by distance upstream of the TSS. The number of peaks in each bin is
expressed as a percentage of the total upstream THS number in that species.
(D) Number of upstream THSs per gene in each species. Graph shows the percentage of all genes with a given number of upstream THSs.
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biological replicates for each species, we counted the number of
THSs within 5 kb upstream of the TSS for each ortholog in each
species. We then examined these data for similarities and dif-
ferences inupstreamTHSnumber (Figure3A).Whilenoclear trend
of strong conservation in the number of upstream THSs emerged
from this analysis, there was a small subset of orthologs that did
haveupstreamTHSs in similar numbersacross species.However,
this was a very small proportion of the total. As seen in earlier
analyses, tomato genes tended to have a larger number of up-
stream THSs compared with the other species, and most of the
373 orthologs in tomato did have at least one upstream THS. This
was not the case in the other three species, where many of the
orthologs had no detectable upstream THSs within 5 kb of the
TSS. Among the four species, Arabidopsis and M. truncatula
showed the greatest similarity in upstream THS number, but even
in this case the similarity was minimal despite the relatively closer
phylogenetic relationship between these two organisms.

We next examined the distribution of open chromatin regions
across the upstream regions of these 373 orthologous genes
relative to their expression level in Arabidopsis, reasoning that
there could bepatterns of openchromatin similarity basedonTHS
positions, rather thannumbers. For this analysis,weexamined the
normalized ATAC-seq signal across the upstream region of all
373 orthologous genes, from25000 bp to +100 bp relative to the
TSS of each gene (Figure 3B). Orthologs were then ranked within
the heat map based on the transcript level of each Arabidopsis
ortholog in the root tip (Li et al., 2016a), from highest to lowest
expression. For each Arabidopsis ortholog, we also included the
upstream THS number to ascertain how this feature might cor-
relate with transcript level for Arabidopsis. While there was some
consistency among species in that open chromatin often over-
lapped with the TSS, we did not observe any clear pattern in
transposase hypersensitivity within the upstream regions of these
orthologs. K-means clustering of the heat maps similarly did not
reveal evidence for conservation of open chromatin patterns
among orthologs (Supplemental Figure 3A). An important caveat
to this analysis is thatmanyof thesesyntenicorthologsmaynotbe
functional homologs, or “expressologs” (Patel et al., 2012), due to
subfunctionalization within gene families. As such, we identified
a smaller group (52) of expressologs onwhich to perform a similar
test (Supplemental Data Set 3). While these expressolog genes
have both maximally high protein level similarity and expression
pattern similarity, including expression in the root, there was also
no clear correspondence in upstream THS number among them
(Supplemental Figure 3B).

There does not appear to be strong conservation in the number
and location of open chromatin sites at orthologous genes across
species. Assuming that these genes are still under control of
commonTFs, this suggests that regulatory elements couldbe free
tomigrate, andperhaps split or fuse,while retaining the regulatory
parameters of the target gene in question.

One interesting finding from these analyseswas that thepattern
of upstreamTHSnumber does not correlatewith expression level,
at least for Arabidopsis (Figure 3B). Thus, THSs must not simply
represent activating events upstream of the TSS but may also
represent binding of repressive factors. Furthermore, we found no
correlation between upstream THS number and expression en-
tropy among all genes in the Arabidopsis genome, suggesting

a more complex relationship between regulatory element distri-
bution and target gene transcription (Supplemental Figure 3C).

Evidence for Coregulation of Common Gene Sets by
Multiple TFs across Species

While there does not appear to be a consistent pattern in the
numberor placement of openchromatin regionsaroundorthologs
or expressologs, we wanted to examine whether it would be
possible to find common regulators of specific gene sets among
species using a deeper level of analysis. To do this, we first
searched for common TF motifs in root tip THSs across the four
species. Using the THSs that were found in at least two replicates
for each species, we employed the MEME-ChIP motif analysis
package (Machanick and Bailey, 2011; Ma et al., 2014) to identify
overrepresented motifs of known TFs. We discovered 30 motifs
that were both overrepresented and common among all species
(Supplemental Data Set 4). We narrowed our list of candidate TFs
by considering a variety of factors, including the expression of
each TF in the root tip, any known mutant root phenotypes in-
volving thoseTFs, andwhether genome-wide binding information
was available for each candidate in Arabidopsis. Ultimately,
we selected four TFs for further analysis: HY5, ABSCISIC ACID
RESPONSIVEELEMENTSBINDINGFACTOR3 (ABF3),C-REPEAT/
DREBINDINGFACTOR2 (CBF2), andMYB77. It isworth noting that
among these factors, both HY5 and MYB77 had been previously
implicated in root development (Oyama et al., 1997; Zhao et al.,
2014). LikeHY5 andMYB77, CBF2 andABF3 have been implicated
instress responsesaswell as abscisic acid (ABA) signaling (Kang
et al., 2002; Knight et al., 2004). Furthermore, overexpression
of ABF3 leads to increased tolerance tomultiple abiotic stresses
in Arabidopsis, rice, cotton (Gossypium hirsutum), and alfalfa
(Oh et al., 2005; Abdeen et al., 2010;Wang et al., 2016; Kerr et al.,
2017). Given this evidence, we decided to focus on these factors
for further study.
We first sought to define the target genes for each of these four

TFs in Arabidopsis by combining our chromatin accessibility data
with published genome-wide binding data for each factor in
Arabidopsis (Table 2). Because an accessible chromatin region
(a THS) represents the displacement of nucleosomes by a DNA
binding protein, we reasoned that our THS profiles for a given
tissuewould represent virtually all possible protein binding sites in
the epigenomes of root tip cells. Similarly, by using in vitro ge-
nomic binding data (DAP-seq) (O’Malley et al., 2016) or ChIP-seq
data from a highly heterogeneous tissue, we could identify the
spectrum of possible binding sites for that TF, such that the in-
tersection of these data sets would represent the binding sites for
that TF in the sample of interest. While there are caveats to this
approach, we reasoned that it was more likely to generate false
negatives than false positives and would give us a set of high
confidence target genes to analyze for each TF. In this regard,
ChIP-seqdatamaybemore robust because they represent in vivo
binding, while DAP-seq is an in vitro assay and may not capture
binding sites that depend on chromatin properties or interactions
with other TFs. On the other hand, ChIP-seq data are inherently
limited by the cell types present in the sample used.
Wefirst tested this approach inArabidopsiswitheachof the four

TFs of interest. UsingTHSs from theArabidopsis root tip thatwere
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found in at least two biological replicates, we used the motif
identification tool FIMO (Grant et al., 2011) to identify THSs that
contained a significant occurrence of the TF motif of interest. The
THSs that contained a significant motif match were considered
predicted binding sites. We then identified predicted binding
sites that also overlapped with a known binding site for that TF (a

DAP-seq or ChIP-seq peak), and these were considered high
confidence binding sites for that TF in the root tip (Supplemental
Figure 4). The predicted binding sites (motif-containing THSs)
were themselves very good predictors of the true binding sites for
these four TFs (Table 2). For example, of the1316Arabidopsis root
tip THSs with an occurrence of the ABF3 motif (Mathelier et al.,

D

Figure 3. Characterization of Open Chromatin Regions and Regulatory Elements in Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, Tomato, and Rice.

(A) Heat map showing the number of upstream THSs at each of 373 syntenic orthologs in each species. Each row of the heat map represents a syntenic
ortholog, and the number of THSswithin 5 kbupstreamof theTSS is indicatedwith ablack-to-redcolor scale for eachortholog in eachspecies. Hierarchical
clustering was performed on orthologs using uncentered correlation and average linkage.
(B) Normalized ATAC-seq signals upstream of orthologous genes. Each row of the heat maps represents the upstream region of one of the 373 syntenic
orthologs in each species. ATAC-seq signal is shown across each ortholog from+100 to25000bp relative to theTSS,where blue is high signal andwhite is
nosignal.Heatmapsareorderedby transcript levelof eachArabidopsisortholog in the root tip, fromhighest (top) to lowest (bottom). The leftmostheatmap in
black-to-red scale indicates thenumber of upstreamTHSs from2100 to25000bpassociatedwith eachof theArabidopsis orthologs, on the samescale as
in (A).
(C)Overlap of predicted target genes for HY5, ABF3, CBF2, andMYB77 in the Arabidopsis root tip. Predicted binding sites for each factor are those THSs
that also contain a significantmotif occurrence for that factor. Venn diagram shows the numbers of geneswith predicted binding sites for each factor alone
and in combination with other factors. Significance of target gene set overlap between each TF pair was calculated using a hypergeometric test with
a population including all Arabidopsis genes reproducibly associated with an ATAC-seq peak in the root tip (13,714 total genes). For each overlap, we
considered all genes cotargeted by the two factors.
(D)Conveyingdata similar to that in (C), theclusteredbargraphshows thepercentageof total target genes that fall into agiven regulatory category (targeted
by a single TF or combination of TFs) in each species.
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2014), 1279 (97%) overlapped with an ABF3 ChIP-seq peak from
whole 2-d-old seedlings (Song et al., 2016). Similarly, 89% of pre-
dicted CBF2 binding sites (Weirauch et al., 2014) overlapped with
a CBF2 DAP-seq peak (O’Malley et al., 2016), 74% of predicted
MYB77 binding sites (Weirauch et al., 2014) overlapped with
aMYB77DAP-seqpeak (O’Malleyetal., 2016), and61%ofpredicted
HY5bindingsites (Mathelier et al., 2014)overlappedwithaHY5DAP-
seq peak (O’Malley et al., 2016). In each case, the high confidence
binding sites (motif-containing THSs that overlap with a ChIP- or
DAP-seqpeak)wereassigned to their nearestTSS inorder to identify
the putative target genes for each TF (Supplemental Figure 4).

With these listsof targetgenes foreachTF in theArabidopsis root
tip, we looked for gene sets that were regulated by more than one
factor, asameansof identifyingcoregulatoryassociationsbetween
these four TFs. We found extensive cotargeting among these four
TFs, with gene sets being targeted by one, two, three, or all four of
these TFs to a degree that was far higher than what would be
expected by chance (Figure 3C). For example, of the 1271 ABF3
target genes, 297 (23%) are also targeted by HY5 (hypergeometric
P=2.1310256). Among these297genes, 46are targetedbyABF3,
HY5, and CBF2, and seven are targeted by all four TFs. We also
asked where the binding sites driving this pattern were located
relative to the target genes. To do this, we considered only binding
sites within the 5-kb upstream region of a TSS and repeated the
target gene assignment and analysis of target gene overlaps be-
tweenTFs.Thissubsetting reducedthetotalnumberof targetgenes
for each factor by ;20% but did not substantially alter the per-
centages of target gene overlap among the four TFs (Supplemental
Figure 5A). These results collectively suggest that these four TFs
have important roles in root tipgene regulationboth individually and
incombinationandthat themajorityof theirbindingsites (;80%) fall
within the 5-kb region upstream of the TSS for target genes. In
addition,wefindthat thebindingsites formultipleTFsoftenoccur in
the same THS (Supplemental Figure 5B).

We next sought to examine the target genes and proportions of
target gene overlaps between the four species to address the
conservation of coregulatory relationships among these four TFs.
Given that no TF binding data are available for the other three
species and knowing that the majority of our predicted binding
sites inArabidopsis corresponded toknownbindingsites (Table2;
61–97%),weopted toalsouse thepredictedbindingsites for each

of the four TFs in M. truncatula, tomato, and rice, with the
knowledge that these sets may contain some false positives. For
these analyses, we used the Arabidopsis TF motifs, since these
have not been directly defined for the other species, with the
caveat that theDNAbinding specificity of these factorsmaynotbe
identical among species.
We again used FIMO to identify significant occurrences of each

TF motif within the root tip THSs found in at least two biological
replicates for each of our four species. We then mapped the
predicted binding sites of each TF to the nearest TSS to define
target genes for each TF in each species (Supplemental Data Set
5). We then analyzed the overlap of TFs at target genes in each
species using four-way Venn diagrams, similar to Figure 3C. To
compare regulatory associations across species, we considered
each of the 15 categories in every species-specific four-way Venn
diagram as a regulatory category. For example, one regulatory
category consists of the genes targeted only by ABF3 alone,
another would be those targeted only by HY5 and ABF3 at the
exclusion of the other two TFs, and so on. For each regulatory
category ineachspecies,wecalculated thepercentageof the total
target genes in that category (number of genes in the regulatory
category/total number of genes targeted by any of the four TFs)
and then compared these percentages between species (Figure
3D). We found remarkably consistent proportions of the target
genes in nearly all regulatory categories across all four species.
However, notable deviations from this consistency among
species were seen in the proportion of rice genes targeted by
MYB77 alone and rice genes targeted by CBF2 and HY5 to-
gether. Inmost cases, the proportions of target genes in different
regulatory categories were most similar between Arabidopsis
and M. truncatula, and these were generally more similar to
tomato than to rice, consistent with the evolutionary distances
between the species (Vanneste et al., 2014). Commonly over-
represented Gene Ontology (GO) terms among gene sets in
particular regulatory categories across species further support
the notion of regulatory conservation (Supplemental Figure 5C),
although these analyses are limited by the depth of GO anno-
tation in some of these species.
These findings suggest that while neither syntenic orthologous

genesetsnorexpressologgenesets tend toshareopenchromatin
patterns, the genes under control of specific TFs or specific

Table 2. TF Motifs Significantly Enriched in THSs in All Four Species

TF Family

Average Expression
in Arabidopsis Root
Tip (RPKM)

Percentage of Motif Occurrences
in the Arabidopsis Genome That
Overlap with a Known Binding Site

Percentage of Motif-Containing THSs in
Arabidopsis That Overlap with a Known
Binding Site (High-Confidence Binding Sites)

AT5G11260 (HY5) bZIP 37 30.3% (7,156/23,541) 61.2% (810/1,323)
AT4G34000 (ABF3) bZIP 1 53.3% (3,821/7,164) 97.1% (1,279/1,316)
AT4G25470 (CBF2) AP2 16 64.2% (13,144/20,457) 89.1% (582/653)
AT3G50060 (MYB77) MYB/SANT 6 52.5% (9,147/17,402) 74.6% (506/678)

THSs found in at least two replicates for each species were analyzed for overrepresented TF motifs. Four of the 30 TFs that were significantly enriched
in THSs of all four species are shown in the table. Significant occurrences of each TF motif were identified across the Arabidopsis genome, and the
percentage of these motif occurrences that fall within known binding sites for that factor (based on published ChIP-seq or DAP-seq data sets) are
indicated in column 4. The final column indicates the percentage of Arabidopsis root tip THSs that contain a motif for each factor and also overlap with
a known binding site for the factor. These are considered high-confidence binding sites (Supplemental Figure 4).
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combinations of TFs appear to be relatively stable over evolu-
tionary time, at least for the four TFs we examined. One simple
explanation for this phenomenon is that the locations of tran-
scriptional regulatory elements are somewhatmalleable over time
as long as proper transcriptional control is maintained. In this
model, theseelementswouldbe free to relocate in either direction,
and potentially even merge or split. This would maintain proper
control over the targetgene,butgiveeachorthologorexpressolog
a unique chromatin accessibility profile depending on the exact
morphology and distribution of the functionally conserved regu-
latory elements. This ideaofmodularity is consistentwithprevious
observations that the Drosophila melanogaster even-skipped
stripe 2 enhancer can be rearranged and still retain functionality
(Ludwig et al., 2000, 2005).

The results alsoshed lighton the interconnectednessof specific
TFs in root tip cells and indicate durability of these coregulatory
relationships over time. They also generate readily testable hy-
potheses regarding how HY5, ABF3, MYB77, and CBF2 operate
during root development. For example, given that HY5 appears to
regulate over 1000 genes in the Arabidopsis root tip (Figure 3C),
and that hundreds of these are annotatedwithGO terms including
biological regulation and response to stimulus, wepredict thathy5
mutants would have defects in root tip morphology and growth.
Indeed,HY5waspreviously shown tobe involved in the regulation
of lateral root growth initiation and gravitropism (Oyama et al.,
1997), and we observe that the primary root tips in hy5 mutants
also frequentlyshowabulgingandmalformedappearance,aswell
as severe gravitropism defects (Supplemental Figure 6).

Commonalities and Distinctions in the Open Chromatin
Landscapes of Arabidopsis Root Epidermal Cell Types

Having examined questions of regulatory conservation between
species,we thenexplored regulatoryelementandTF relationships
between cell types within a single species. In this case, we chose
to focus on the root epidermal hair and non-hair cell types in
Arabidopsis. Since these two cell types are derived from a com-
mon progenitor, they are prime candidates to offer insight into the
epigenomic alterations that occur during—and likely drive—cell
differentiation. Specifically, we investigated to what extent the
open chromatin landscapes would differ between cell types and
whether differences in THSs could pinpoint the sites of differential
transcriptional regulation. Furthermore, wewanted to understand
whether we could use this information to examine the TF-to-TF
regulatory connections that underlie the transcriptomic and
physiological differences between these cell types.

We used two previously described INTACT transgenic lines as
starting material for these experiments: one having biotin-labeled
nuclei exclusively in the root hair (H) cells and another with labeled
nuclei only in the root epidermal non-hair (NH) cells (Deal and
Henikoff, 2010). Nuclei were purified from each fully differentiated
cell type by INTACT, and 50,000 nuclei of each type were sub-
jected to ATAC-seq. Visualization of these cell-type-specific data
sets in a genomebrowser, alongwith the Arabidopsis whole 1-cm
root tip ATAC-seq data, showed a high overall degree of similarity
among the three data sets (Figure 4A). Comparison of the ATAC-
seq signal intensity at common THS regions genome-wide re-
vealed that these twocell typeshaveopenchromatin patterns that

are highly similar tooneanother, but distinct from that of thewhole
root tip (Supplemental Figure 7).
To identify regions of differential accessibility between the cell

types and thewhole root tip,weconsideredTHS regions thatwere
found inat least twobiological replicatesofeachcell typeor tissue.
The total number of these reproducible THSs was 32,942 in the
whole root tip, 35,552 for the H cells, and 28,912 for the NH cells.
Themajority of these sites (18,742) were common (overlapping) in
all three sample types (Figure 4B) and thus likely represent reg-
ulatory sites that areutilized inmultipleArabidopsis root cell types.
We also found 6562 THSs that were common to both root epi-
dermal cell types but were not found in the whole root tip, sug-
gesting that these may represent epidermal-specific regulatory
elements. In a search for unique THSs in each of the three sample
types (those not overlapping with a THS in any other sample), we
found 10,455 THSs that were unique to the whole root tip,
7537 unique to the H cells, and 2574 that were unique to the NH
cells. We refer to these regions as differential THSs (dTHSs). The
dTHSs identified only in the H or NH cell type were of further
interest because they may represent regulatory elements that
drive the transcriptomic differences between these two epidermal
cell types.
To examine the extent of chromatin accessibility differences at

thesedTHSs,wevisualized theaccessibility signals fromeachcell
type at both H cell dTHSs and NH cell dTHSs. First, using the
7537 regions identified as H cell dTHSs, we used heat maps and
average plots to examine the normalized ATAC-seq read count
across these regions in each cell type (Figure 4C, left panel). We
then repeated this analysis using the 2574 NH cell dTHSs (Figure
4C, right panel). In each case, it was clear that the regions we
identified as dTHSs showed significant differences in chromatin
accessibility between the two cell types. However, the differences
in chromatin accessibility between cell types were quantitative
(varying intensity) rather than qualitative (all-or-nothing). This in-
dicates that, at large, the dTHSs represent sites that are highly
accessible in one cell type and less so in the other, rather than
being strictly present in one and absent in the other. Therefore, we
refer to these sites from this point on as cell-type-enriched dTHSs
to convey the notion of quantitative differences between cell
types.
To identify the genes that might be impacted by cell-type-

enriched dTHSs, we mapped each dTHS to its nearest TSS
and considered that to be the target gene. We found that the
7537 H-enriched dTHSs mapped to 6008 genes, while the 2574
NH-enriched dTHSs mapped to 2295 genes. Thus, the majority of
genes that are associatedwith a dTHS are only associatedwith one
such site. This is consistent with our previous finding that most
Arabidopsis genes are associated with a single upstream THS
(Figure 2D).
We then asked how the set of genes associated with dTHSs

overlapped with those whose transcripts that show differential
abundance between the two cell types. Using data from a recent
comprehensive RNA-seq analysis of flow sorted Arabidopsis root
cell types (Li et al., 2016a), we identified sets of transcripts that
were more highly expressed in H versus NH cell types. To be
considered a cell-type-enriched gene, we required a gene to have
a transcript level with twofold or greater difference in abundance
between H and NH cell types, as well as at least five reads per
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kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) in the cell type with
ahigher transcript level.Using this relativelyconservativeapproach,
we derived a list of 3282 H cell-enriched genes and 2731 NH cell-
enriched genes. We then asked whether the genes associated
with cell-type-enriched dTHSs were also cell-type-enriched genes
(Figure4D).Of the3282Hcell-enrichedgenes,743wereassociated
with an H cell-enriched dTHS, 258 were associated with a NH cell-
enricheddTHS,and108geneswereassociatedwithadTHS inboth
cell types. Among the 2731 NH cell-enriched genes, 156 were
associatedwithaNHcell-enricheddTHS,516wereassociatedwith
a H cell-enriched dTHS, and 52 genes showed dTHSs in both cell
types. These results suggest that cell-type-enriched expression of
a gene is frequently associated with a dTHS in the cell type where
the gene is highly expressed but is also often associated with
a dTHS in the cell typewhere that gene is repressed. This highlights
the importance of transcriptional activating events in the former
case and repressive events in the latter. Interestingly, for a smaller
setofcell-type-enrichedgenes,weobserveddTHSsatagivengene

in both cell types, indicating regulatory activity at the gene in both
cell types.
Wenext askedwhatproportionof the transcriptomedifferences

between H and NH cells might be explained based on differen-
tial chromatin accessibility. Of the 3282 H cell-enriched genes,
1109 have a dTHS in one or both of the cell types, and among the
2731 NH cell-specific genes, 724 have a dTHS in one or both cell
types. Assuming that each dTHS represents a regulatory event
contributing to the differential expression of its identified target
gene, we could explain differential expression of 33% of the H
cell-enriched genes and 27% of the NH cell-enriched genes.
The remaining ;70% of the identified cell-type-enriched genes
without clear chromatin accessibility differences may be ex-
plained in numerousways. These genesmay not require a change
in chromatin accessibility, changes in chromatin accessibilitymay
fall below our limit of detection, or these transcripts may be pri-
marily regulated at the posttranscriptional level rather than at the
chromatin accessibility level that we measured.

Figure 4. Characterization of Open Chromatin Regions in the Arabidopsis Root Hair and Non-Hair Cell Types.

(A) Genome browser shot of ATAC-seq data from root hair cell, non-hair cell, and whole root tip representing 50 kb of chromosome 4.
(B) Overlap of THSs found in two biological replicates of each cell type or tissue. Numbers in bold indicate THSs that are only found in a given cell type or
tissue (dTHSs).
(C)Average plots and heatmaps showing normalized ATAC-seq signals over 7537 root hair cell dTHSs (left panels) and 2574 non-hair cell-enriched dTHSs
(right panels).Heatmapsare ranked indecreasingorderof total ATAC-seq signal in thehair cell panel in eachcomparison.Data fromonebiological replicate
is shown here and both replicate experiments showed very similar results.
(D) Venn diagram of overlaps between cell-type-enriched gene sets and genes associated with cell-type-enriched dTHSs. Transcriptome data from hair
(purple) and non-hair cells (yellow) are fromLi et al. (2016a). Geneswere considered cell-type-enriched if they had a 2-fold or higher difference between cell
types and a read count of 5 RPKM or greater in the cell type with higher expression.
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Another keyquestion relates to the significanceof the cell-type-
enricheddTHSs that donotmap todifferentially expressedgenes.
These could be explained by an inability to detect all differentially
expressed genes, perhaps simply due to the stringency of our
definition of cell-type-enriched genes. An important biological
possibility to consider is that many of these regulatory regions do
not in fact regulate the closest gene, but rather act over a distance
such that they are orphaned from their true target genes in our
analysis. Another possibility is that many of the differential protein
binding events represented by these dTHSs are unrelated to
transcriptional regulation.

Overall, the accessible chromatin landscapes of the root epi-
dermal H andNHcells appear to be nearly identical in a qualitative
sense, but differ significantly at several thousand sites in each cell
type. The reasons for the quantitative, rather than all-or-nothing,
nature of this phenomenon are not entirely clear. Are the acces-
sibility differences between cell types reflective of unique protein
assemblages at the sameelement indifferent cell types, or do they
instead reflectdifferences inabundanceof the sameproteins at an
element in different cell types? While these questions certainly
warrant further investigation and experimentation, we can gain
further insight into the regulatory differences between cell types
through deeper examination of the differentially accessible chro-
matin regions in each.

TF Motifs in Cell-Type-Specific THSs Identify Regulators
and Their Target Genes

As a means of identifying specific TFs that might be important in
specifying the H and NH cell fates, we sought to identify over-
represented motifs in the differentially accessible regions of each
cell type.Weusedeachsetof cell-type-enricheddTHSsas input for
MEME-ChIP analyses (Machanick and Bailey, 2011) and examined
the resulting lists of overrepresented motifs. We initially found
219 motifs that were significantly overrepresented relative to ge-
nomic background only in H-cell-enriched dTHSs and 12 that were
significantly overrepresented only in NH-cell-enriched dTHSs
(Supplemental Data Set 6). To narrow our list of candidate TFs to
pursue, we vetted these lists of potential cell-type-enriched TFs by

considering their transcript levels in each cell type as well as the
availability of genome-wide binding data. Based on the available
data,wenarrowedoursearch tofivetranscription factorsof interest:
four H-cell-enriched TF genes (MYB33, ABI5, NAC083, and
At5g04390) and one NH-enriched TF gene (WRKY27) (Table 3).
We next attempted to directly identify the binding sites for each

TF by differential ATAC-seq footprinting between the cell types.
The logic behind this approach is the same as that for DNase-seq
footprinting: that the regions around a TF binding site are hy-
persensitive to the nuclease or transposase due to nucleosome
displacement, but the sites of physical contact between the TF
and DNA will be protected from transposon insertion/cutting and
thus leave behind a characteristic “footprint” of reduced acces-
sibility on a background of high accessibility (Hesselberth et al.,
2009;Vierstra andStamatoyannopoulos, 2016).We reasoned that
wecould identify bindingsites for eachof thesecell-type-enriched
TFs by comparing the footprint signal at each predicted binding
site (a motif occurrence within a THS) between H and NH cells.
For this analysis, we examined the transposase integration

patternsaround themotifsof eachTF inbothcell typesaswell as in
purified genomic DNA subjected to ATAC-seq, to control for
transposase sequence bias. It was recently reported in Arabi-
dopsis that many TF motifs exhibit conspicuous transposase
integration bias on naked DNA (Lu et al., 2017), and our results
were in line with these findings for all five TFs of interest here
(Supplemental Figure8).Whileweobserved footprint-likepatterns
in themotif-containingTHSs inourATAC-seqdata, thesepatterns
in each casewere also evident on purified genomicDNA. As such,
it was not possible to distinguish true binding sites from these
data, as any footprint signal arising from TF binding was already
obscured by the transposase integration bias. For unknown
reasons,many TFmotif DNA sequences seem to inherently evoke
hyper- and/or hypo-integration by the transposase, and this au-
tomatically obscures any potentially informative footprint signal
that could be obtained by integration during ATAC-seq on nuclei.
Similar technical concerns have also been raised for DNaseI
footprinting (Sung et al., 2016). These results suggest that the
ATAC-seq footprinting approach may be useful for certain TFs,
but thesewill likely need to be examined on a case-by-case basis.

Table 3. TF Motifs Overrepresented in Cell Type-Enriched dTHSs

TF Family Cell Specificity
Hair/Non-Hair
FPKM Ratio

Percentage of Genomic Motif
Occurrences in Known Binding Sites

Percentage of Motif-Containing
THSs That Overlap a Known Binding
Site (High-Confidence Binding Sites)

AT5g06100 (MYB33) MYB Hair 2000 42.2% (7,038/16,655) 69.9% (1,473/2,106)
AT2g36270 (ABI5) bZIP Hair 3.3 26.2% (7,261/27,656) 57.5% (2,814/4,891)
At5g04390 C2H2 Hair 17 9.5% (3,850/40,305) 8.5% (282/3,290)
At5g13180 (NAC083) NAC Hair 2 51.3% (13,762/26,815) 48.3% (1,169/2,419)
ATgG52830 (WRKY27) WRKY Non-hair 0.35 15.3% (4,458/29,126) 23.6% (1,169/2,419)

Cell-type-enriched dTHSs were analyzed for overrepresented TF motifs using MEME-ChIP software, and several significantly matching factors are
shown in the table. Cell specificity indicates the cell-type-enriched dTHS set from which each factor was exclusively enriched, and hair/non-hair FPKM
ratio indicates expression specificity of each factor using RNA-seq data from Li et al. (2016a). Significant occurrences of each TF motif were identified
across the Arabidopsis genome, and the percentage of these motif occurrences that fall within known binding sites for that factor (based on published
ChIP-seq or DAP-seq data sets) are indicated in column 5. Percentages are calculated by the number of motif occurrences in known binding sites/total
number of motif occurrences in the genome. Column 6 indicates the percentage of THSs from the relevant cell type that contain a motif for a factor and
also overlap with a known binding site for the factor (high-confidence binding sites).
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Given this issue and the resulting lack of evidence for footprints of
our TFs of interest, wedecided to take the approachof defining TF
target sites as we did for our studies of root tip TFs.

As described earlier, we defined high confidence binding sites
for the five TFs of interest as TF motif-containing THSs in the cell
type of interest (predicted binding sites) that also overlapped with
an enriched region for the TF in publicly available DAP-seq data
(O’Malley et al., 2016) or ChIP-seq data (Supplemental Figure 4).
Assigning thesehighconfidencebindingsites to their nearest TSS
allowed us to define thousands of target genes for these factors in
the root epidermal cell types (Table 3; Supplemental Data Set 7).
Compared with our analysis of root tip TFs, our capability to
predict target sitesbasedonmotif occurrences inTHSswasmuch
reduced for the four H-cell-enriched and one NH-cell-enriched
TFs examined here. For further analyses, we decided to focus on

three of the TFs that weremore highly expressed in the H cell type
andhad the largest number of highconfidence target genes: ABI5,
MYB33, and NAC083.
We first asked howmany of the high confidence target genes for

these TFs were also preferentially expressed in one cell type or the
other.We found that for all three TFs, a largepercentageof the total
target genes areH cell enriched in their expression (17–21%),while
many others are NH cell enriched (6–9%) (Figure 5A). These results
are intriguing as they suggest that the activitiesof theseTFsmaybe
generally context dependent. At the same time, however, the
majority of the target genes for each TF were not more highly ex-
pressed in one cell type compared with the other.
Each of these H-cell-enriched TFs could activate other H-cell-

enriched genes, but what are their functions at regulatory ele-
ments near genes that are expressed at low levels in theH cell and

Figure 5. Targeting of Cell-Type-Enriched Genes by H-Cell-Enriched TFs and Coregulatory Associations among H-Cell-Enriched TFs.

Genome-widehighconfidencebindingsites for eachTFweredefinedasopenchromatin regions in thehair cell thatcontainasignificantmotif occurrence for
the factor and also overlap with a known enriched region for that factor fromDAP-seq or ChIP-seq data. Target geneswere defined by assigning each high
confidence binding site to the nearest TSS.
(A) Venn diagrams showing high confidence target genes for ABI5, MYB33, and NAC083 and their overlap with cell-type-enriched genes.
(B) Overlap of ABI5, MYB33, and NAC083 high confidence target genes.
(C)GOanalysiswasperformed to illuminate biological functions of genescotargetedbyABI5andMYB33. Theupper panel showssignificantly enrichedGO
terms forall 288genes targetedbybothABI5andMYB33.Foreachenrichedannotation term, thenumberofgenes in thesetwith that term isshown, followed
by theFDR-correctedPvalue. The lower panel lists significantly enrichedGO-terms for the57hair-cell-enrichedgenes cotargetedbyABI5 andMYB33. The
sevenhair-cell-enrichedgenesassociatedwith the term regulationof transcriptionwerechosen for further analysis. All annotation terms in the lists are at the
biological process level except for the KEGG pathway term “plant hormone signal transduction.”
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high levels in the NH cell? One possibility is that these factors are
activators of transcription in the context of H-cell-enriched genes
but act as repressors or are neutral toward the target genes that
are NH-cell-enriched in their expression. This may reflect context
dependency in the sense that the effect on transcription of a target
gene may depend on the local milieu of other factors.

We next examined whether ABI5, MYB33, and NAC083 target
any of the same genes. Similar to the root tip TFs examined
previously, we found that these three TFs also appear to have
extensive coregulatory relationships (Figure 5B). For example,
207 target genes were shared between ABI5 and NAC083,
238 were shared between ABI5 and MYB33, and 50 target genes
were shared by all three factors. We further analyzed the genes
that were cotargeted by ABI5 and MYB33, finding that 57 of the
cotargetedgeneswereHcell enriched.Assuch,weperformedGO
analysis on the H-cell-enriched targets as well as the full set of
target genes to gain insight into the functions of this coregulatory
relationship (Figure 5C). Many of the ABI5/MYB33 target genes
were annotated as being involved in responses to ABA as well as
water, salt, andcold stress. This is consistentwith the known roles
of these proteins in ABA signaling (Finkelstein and Lynch, 2000;
Reyes and Chua, 2007). Interestingly, seven of the 57 ABI5/
MYB33 target genes that were H cell-enriched were also anno-
tated with the term regulation of transcription, suggesting that
ABI5andMYB33maybeat theapexof a transcriptional regulatory
cascade in the H cell type.

Identification of a New Regulatory Module in the Root Hair
Cell Type

Based on our findings that ABI5 and MYB33 cotarget seven
H-cell-enriched TFs, we decided to investigate this potential
pathway further. Among the seven TFs putatively coregulated by
ABI5 and MYB33 and having H-cell-enriched transcript expres-
sion were DEAR5, ERF11, At3g49930, SCL8, NAC087, and two
additional MYB factors: MYB44 and MYB77. Aside from MYB77,
none of these TFs had been previously reported to produce root-
specific phenotypes when mutated. MYB77 was previously
shown to interact with auxin response factors (Shin et al., 2007)
and to be involved in lateral root development through promotion
of auxin-responsive gene expression (Shin et al., 2007). In-
terestingly, the ABA receptor, PYL8, was shown to physically
interact with both MYB77 and MYB44 and to promote auxin-
responsive transcription by MYB77 (Zhao et al., 2014). MYB44
has also been implicated in ABA signaling through direct inter-
action with an additional ABA receptor, PYL9 (Li et al., 2014), as
well as repression of jasmonic acid (JA)-responsive transcription
(Jungetal., 2010). These factorshaveadditionallybeen implicated
in salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene signaling (Yanhui et al., 2006;
Shim et al., 2013). Given that MYB44 and MYB77 are paralogs
(Dubos et al., 2010) that appear to integrate multiple hormone
response pathways in a partly redundant manner (Jaradat et al.,
2013), we decided to identify high confidence target genes
(Supplemental Figure 4) for each of them for further study.

WeagaindefinedhighconfidencebindingsitesasTHSs inHcells
that contain a significant motif occurrence for the factor and also
overlapwith aDAP-seq orChIP-seq enriched region for that factor.
Using this approach,we found thatMYB44andMYB77each target

over 1000 genes individually and cotarget 483 genes (Figure 6A). In
addition,MYB44andMYB77 appear to regulate one another, while
MYB77 also appears to target itself. This feature of self-reinforcing
coregulation could serve as an amplifying and sustaining mecha-
nism tomaintain the activity of thismodule once activated byABI5,
MYB33, and potentially other upstream factors.
To gain a deeper understanding of the impact of MYB44 and

MYB77 on downstream processes, we performed GO analysis of
the target genes for each factor. First considering all target genes,
regardless of their expression in theH cell type, we found a variety
of overrepresented GO terms for each that were consistent with
the known roles of these factors in hormone signaling (Figure 6B).
For example, both factors targeted a large number of genes an-
notated with the terms response to ABA stimulus, response to
ethylene stimulus, and response to SA stimulus. Additionally,
MYB44 alone targeted many genes with the annotation response
to JA stimulus, consistent with its previously reported role as
a negative regulator of JA signaling (Jung et al., 2010). In-
terestingly, the largest overrepresented gene functional category
for both factors was transcription factor activity (102 genes for
MYB77 and 183 genes for MYB44). This indeed further suggests
that these factors initiate a cascade of transcriptional effects. The
next-largest overrepresented term was plasmodesma, indicating
that production and/or regulation of cell-cell connecting struc-
tures are likely controlled by these factors. Plasmodesmata are
important for numerous epidermal functions including cell-to-cell
movement of TFs such as CPC and TRY (Schellmann et al., 2002;
Wada et al., 2002) and transport of other macromolecules and
metabolites (Lucas and Lee, 2004).
We also analyzed overrepresented ontology terms in the

MYB77andMYB44 targets thatwereclassifiedasH-cell-enriched
genes. Among the MYB77 target genes in this category were
known regulators of H cell fate, while numerous H-cell-enriched
MYB44 target genes were annotated as being involved in re-
sponse to water and phosphate starvation (Figure 6C). The on-
tology category that was overrepresented in both target lists was
negative regulation of transcription (six MYB77 targets and seven
MYB44 targets), suggesting that these factors exert additional
specific effects on the H cell transcriptome by regulating a subset
of potentially repressive TFs.
The fact thatMYB77andMYB44 target a large number of genes

that showH-cell-enriched expression suggests that these factors
serve as activators of transcription at these targets, and this is
supported by published accounts of transcriptional control by
these factors (PersakandPitzschke, 2014).However, both factors
also target NH-cell-enriched genes as well as genes without
preferential expression between the cell types. This phenomenon
was also observed for the H-enriched TFs ABI5, MYB33, and
NAC083 (Figure 5), suggesting that certain TFs may generally
serve as activators but may also have context-dependent re-
pressive functions. Such a functional switch could occur through
direct mechanisms such as structural alteration by alternative
splicing or posttranslational modification, functional alteration by
partnering with a specific TF or chromatin-modifying complex, or
perhaps indirectly bybinding toa target site toocclude thebinding
of other factors necessary for transcriptional activation. The nu-
merous reports of dual function transcription factors in animals
and plants support the notion that this may be a general
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phenomenon (Ikedaet al., 2009;Boyle andDesprés, 2010; Li et al.,
2016b).

Collectively these results suggest that the MYB44/MYB77
module in the H cell specifies a cascade of downstream tran-
scriptional regulation, someofwhich ispositiveandsomeofwhich

is negative. This module likely represents an important hub in
controllingHcell fate aswell as a variety of physiological functions
andenvironmental responses in thiscell type.The fact thatMYB77
was also discovered in our analyses of root tip TFs suggests that
this factor likely has a broader role in other cell types during early

Figure 6. A Transcriptional Regulatory Module in the Root Hair Cell Type.

(A)Diagramof the proposed regulatorymodule under control of ABI5 andMYB33. As referenced in Figure 5C, ABI5 andMYB33 cotarget seven TFs that are
preferentially expressed in the hair cell relative to the non-hair cell type. The family classification of each of the sevenTFs is denoted in the figure key. Among
the seven hair-cell-specific target TFs are two MYB family members, MYB77 and MYB44. High-confidence binding sites for these two MYB factors were
again defined as open chromatin regions in the hair cell that contain a significant motif occurrence for the factor and also overlap with a known enriched
region for that factor fromDAP-seq or ChIP-seq data. Each high-confidence binding site was then assigned to the nearest TSS to define the target gene for
that site. This analysis revealed that MYB44 and MYB77 target each other, and MYB77 targets itself. Both factors target thousands of additional genes,
483ofwhich are in common (Venndiagramon the lower right of the schematic). Arrowspointingdown fromMYB77andMYB44 indicateGOanalysesof that
factor’s target genes.
(B)and (C)Theupper tables (B) represent enrichedannotation terms for all target genesof the factor, regardlessofdifferential expressionbetweenHandNH
cells, while the lower tables (C) represent enrichment of termswithin target genes that are preferentially expressed in the hair cell relative to the non-hair cell.
Annotation term levels are indicated as cellular component (CC), biological process (BP), molecular function (MF), or KEGG pathway (KEGG). For each
annotation, the number of target genes associated with that term is shown to the right of the term, followed by the FDR-corrected P value for the term
enrichment in the rightmost column.Groups of termsboxed in gray are those that differ betweenMYB44 andMYB77. The structure of themodule suggests
that ABI5 and MYB33 drive a cascade of TFs including MYB77 and MYB44, which act to amplify this signal and also further regulate many additional TFs.
Additional target genes of MYB77 and MYB44 include hair cell differentiation factors, hormone response genes, secondary metabolic genes, and genes
encoding components of important cellular structures such as plasmodesmata.
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root development, in addition to a role in specification of theH cell
versus the NH cell fate. An important next step will be to perform
genetic manipulations of these factors (knockout and inducible
overexpression, for example), in order to test and elaborate on the
specific predictions made by our model.

Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we usedATAC-seq profiling of accessible chromatin
to investigate questions regarding the transcriptional regulatory
landscape of plant genomes and its conservation across species.
We also investigated the similarities and differences in open
chromatin landscapes in two root cell types that arise from
a common progenitor, allowing us to identify and analyze TFs that
act specifically in one cell type versus the other. Overall, we are
able to gain several new insights from this work.

In optimization of our ATAC-seq procedures, we found that the
assay can be performed effectively on crudely purified nuclei but
that this approach is limitedby the largeproportionof readsarising
fromorganelle genomes (Table 1). This issue is ameliorated by the
use of the INTACT system to affinity-purify nuclei for ATAC-seq,
which also provides access to individual cell types. Consistent
with previous reports, we found that the data derived from ATAC-
seq are highly similar to those from DNase-seq (Figure 1). In
comparing our root tip ATAC-seq data to DNase-seq data from
whole roots, we found that some hypersensitive regions were
detected in one assay but not the other. This discrepancy is most
likely attributable to differences in starting tissue and laboratory
conditions, rather than biological differences in the chromatin
regions sensitive to DNaseI versus the hyperactive Tn5 trans-
posase. This interpretation would fit with the large number of
differences also observed in THS overlap between Arabidopsis
root tip and epidermal cell types.

In a comparison of open chromatin among the root tip epi-
genomes of Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, tomato, and rice, we
found thegenomicdistributionof THSs ineachwerehighly similar.
About 75% of THSs lie outside of transcribed regions, and the
majorityof theseTHSsare foundwithin3kbupstreamof theTSS in
all species (Figure 2). Thus, the distance of upstream THSs from
the TSS is relatively consistent among species and is not directly
proportional to genome size or intergenic space for these rep-
resentative plant species. Among genes with an upstream THS,
70% of these genes in Arabidopsis, M. truncatula, and rice have
a single such feature, 20% have two upstream THSs, and <10%
have threeormore.Bycontrast, only 27%of tomatogeneswith an
upstream THS have a single THS, 20% have two, and the pro-
portion with 4 to 10 THSs is 2 to 7 times higher than that for any
other species examined. This increase in THS number in tomato
could be reflective of an increase in the number of regulatory
elementsper gene,but isperhapsmore likely a result of thegreater
number of long-terminal repeat retrotransposons near genes in
this species (Xu and Du, 2014). In either case, our investigation
revealed that open chromatin sites—and by extension tran-
scriptional regulatory elements—in all four species are focused in
the TSS-proximal upstream regions and are relatively few in
number per gene. This suggests that transcriptional regulatory
elements in plants are generally fewer in number and are closer to
the genes they regulate than those of animal genomes. For

example, themedian distance froman enhancer to its target TSSs
in Drosophila was found to be 10 kb, and it was estimated that
each gene had an average of four enhancers (Kvon et al., 2014). It
was also recently reported that in human T cells, the median
distance between enhancers and promoters was 130 kb, far
greater than the distances we have observed here across plant
species (Mumbach et al., 2017).
Analysis of overrepresented TF motifs in THSs across species

suggested that many of the same TFs are at play in early root
development in all species. Perhaps more surprisingly, cor-
egulation of specific gene sets by multiple TFs seems to be fre-
quentlymaintained across species (Figure 3). Taken together with
the lack of shared open chromatin profiles among orthologous
genes and expressologs, these findings suggest that transcrip-
tional regulatory elements may relocate over evolutionary time
within a window of several kilobases upstream of the TSS, but
regulatory control by specific TFs is relatively stable.
Our comparison of the two Arabidopsis root epidermal cell

types, the H and NH cells, revealed that open chromatin profiles
were highly similar between cell types. By examining THSs that
were exclusive to one cell type, we were able to find several
thousand THSs that were quantitatively more accessible in each
cell type compared with the other (Figure 4). Mapping of these
dTHSs to their nearest genes revealed that in each cell type there
were many dTHSs that were near genes expressed more abun-
dantly in that cell type, as well as many near genes with the op-
posite expression pattern. This suggests that some dTHSs
represented transcriptional activatingeventswhereasotherswere
repressive in nature.
Analysis of TF motifs at these dTHSs between cell types

identified a suite of TFs that weremore highly expressed in H cells
and whose motifs were significantly overrepresented in H-cell-
enriched dTHSs. Analysis of three of these TFs—ABI5, MYB33,
andNAC083—revealed that each factor targets a large number of
H-cell-enriched genes as well as a smaller number of NH-cell-
enriched genes (Figure 5). These factors also have many over-
lapping target genes among them, and ABI5 and MYB33 both
target seven additional H-cell-enriched TFs. Among these seven
H-enriched TFs are two additional MYB factors: MYB77 and
MYB44 (Figure 6). Examination of the high confidence target
genes of MYB77 and MYB44 revealed that these paralogous
factors appeared to regulate each other as well as many other
common target genes, including large numbers of other TF genes.
Hundreds of theMYB77 andMYB44 target genes were alsomore
highly expressed in the H cell relative to the NH cell, suggesting
that these factors set off a broad transcriptional cascade in the H
cell type. In addition, they appear to directly regulatemanyH-cell-
enriched genes involved in cell fate specification and water and
phosphate acquisition. This type of cooperative action by pairs of
MYB paralogs has also been documented recently in Arabidopsis
and other species (Millar and Gubler, 2005; Matus et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2017), and the fact that many target genes for each
MYB factor are not regulated by the other may reflect a degree of
subfunctionalization between the paralogs.
An important question arising from our results is whether clas-

sifying a TFas strictly an activator or repressor is generally accurate
in most cases. For example, the H-cell-enriched TFs that we ex-
amined all have apparent target genes that are highly expressed in
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the H cell type as well as targets that are expressed at very low
levels, if at all, in the H cell type. In fact, these latter genes are often
much more highly expressed in the NH cell type. Given that
a number of these TFs have been shown to activate transcription in
specific cases, this suggests that they promote the transcription of
H-cell-enriched targets and either repress or have no effect on
NH-cell-enriched target genes. One explanation for this phenom-
enon is that these TFs have “dual functionality” as activators and
repressors,dependingon thecontext (Bauer et al., 2010).However,
it is equally possible that these factors do not play a direct role in
gene repression. For example, the binding of an activator near
a repressed genemay be functionally irrelevant to the regulation of
that gene, or it may be that other gene-specific repressors are also
bound nearby and override the activity of the activator. This phe-
nomenon will be worth exploring as it may deepen our un-
derstanding of the intricacies of transcriptional control.

In this study, we outline a widely applicable approach for
combining chromatin accessibility profiling with available ge-
nome-wide binding data to construct models of TF regulatory
networks. The putative TF regulatory pathways we have illumi-
nated through our comparison across species and cell types
provide important hypotheses regarding the evolution of gene
regulatory mechanisms in plants and the mechanisms of cell fate
specification that are now open to experimental analysis.

METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

Plantsused in thisstudywereof theArabidopsis thalianaCol-0ecotype, the
A17 ecotype of Medicago truncatula, the M82 LA3475 cultivar of tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum), and the Nipponbare cultivar of rice (Oryza sativa).
Transgenic plants of each species for INTACT were produced by trans-
formation with a binary vector carrying both a constitutively expressed
biotin ligase and constitutively expressedNTFprotein containing a nuclear
outer membrane association domain (Ron et al., 2014). The binary vector
used forM. truncatula was identical to the tomato vector (Ron et al., 2014)
but was constructed in a pB7WG vector containing the phosphinothricin
resistance gene for plant selection and it retains the original AtACT2p
promoter. The binary vector used for rice is described elsewhere (Reynoso
et al., 2017). Transformation of rice was performed at UC Riverside and
tomato transformationwasperformedat theUCDavisplant transformation
facility. Arabidopsis plants were transformed by the floral dip method
(Clough and Bent, 1998), and composite transgenic M. truncatula plants
wereproducedaccording toestablishedprocedures (Limpenset al., 2004).

For root tip chromatin studies, constitutive INTACT transgenic plant seeds
were surface sterilized and sownon 0.53Murashige andSkoog (MS)medium
(Murashige and Skoog, 1962) with 1% (w/v) sucrose in 150-mm-diameter
Petri plates, except for tomato and rice, where full-strength MS medium with
1% (w/v) sucrose and without vitamins was used. Seedlings were grown on
vertically oriented plates in controlled growth chambers for 7 d after germi-
nation,atwhichpoint the1-cmroot tipswereharvestedandfrozenimmediately
in liquid N2 for subsequent nuclei isolation. The growth temperature and light
intensitywas20°Cand200mmol/m2/s forArabidopsisandM. truncatula, 23°C
and80mmol/m2/s for tomato,and28°C/25°Cday/nightand110mmol/m2/s for
rice.Lightcycleswere16h light/8hdark forall species,and lightwasproduced
with a 50:50 mixture of 6500K and 3000K T5 fluorescent bulbs.

For studies of the Arabidopsis root hair and non-hair cell types, previously
described INTACT transgenic lineswereused (DealandHenikoff, 2010).These
lines are in the Col-0 background and carry a constitutively expressed biotin
ligase gene (ACT2p:BirA) and a transgene conferring cell-type-specific

expression of the NTF gene (from theGLABRA2 promoter in non-hair cells or
the ACTIN DEPOLYMERIZING FACTOR8 promoter in root hair cells). Plants
were grown vertically on plates as described above for 7 d, at which point
1.25-cmsegments fromwithin the fully differentiated cell zonewere harvested
and flash frozen in liquid N2. This segment of the root contains only fully dif-
ferentiated cells and excludes the root tip below and any lateral roots above.

Nuclei Isolation

For comparison of ATAC-seq using crude and INTACT-purified Arabi-
dopsis nuclei, a constitutive INTACT line was used (ACT2p:BirA/UBQ10p:
NTF ) (Sullivanetal., 2014), andnucleiwere isolatedasdescribedpreviously
(Bajicetal., 2018). Inshort, aftergrowthandharvestingasdescribedabove,
1 to3gof root tipswasground toapowder in liquidN2 inamortar andpestle
and then resuspended in 10mL of NPB (20mMMOPS, pH 7, 40mMNaCl,
90 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.2 mM
spermine, and 13 Roche Complete protease inhibitors) with further
grinding. This suspension was then filtered through a 70 mM cell strainer
andcentrifugedat1200g for 10minat4°C.Afterdecanting, thenuclei pellet
was resuspended in 1mLof NPBand split into two 0.5-mL fractions in new
tubes.Nuclei fromone fractionwerepurifiedby INTACTusingstreptavidin-
coatedmagneticbeadsaspreviouslydescribed (Bajicet al., 2018) andkept
on ice prior to counting and subsequent transposase integration reaction.
Nuclei from the other fraction were purified by nonionic detergent lysis of
organelles andsucrosesedimentation, aspreviouslydescribed (Bajicetal.,
2018). Briefly, these nuclei in 0.5 mL of NPB were pelleted at 1200g for
10min at 4°C, decanted, and resuspended thoroughly in 1mL of cold EB2
(0.25Msucrose, 10mMTris, pH8, 10mMMgCl2, 1%Triton X-100, and13
Roche Complete protease inhibitors). Nuclei were then pelleted at 1200g
for 10 min at 4°C, decanted, and resuspended in 300 mL of EB3 (1.7 M
sucrose, 10 mM Tris, pH 8, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.15% Triton X-100, and 13
Roche Complete protease inhibitors). This suspension was then layered
gently on top of 300 mL of fresh EB3 in a 1.5-mL tube and centrifuged at
16,000g for 10min at4°C.Pelletednucleiwere then resuspended in1mLof
cold NPB and kept on ice prior to counting and transposase integration.

For INTACT purification of total nuclei from root tips of M. truncatula,
tomato, and rice, aswell as purification of Arabidopsis root hair andnon-hair
cellnuclei,1 to3gofstarting tissuewasused. Inallcases,nucleiwerepurified
by INTACT and nuclei yields were quantified as described previously (Bajic
et al., 2018).

ATAC-Seq

Freshly purified nuclei to be used for ATAC-seq were kept on ice prior to
the transposase integration reaction and never frozen. Transposase in-
tegration reactions and sequencing library preparations were then performed
as previously described (Bajic et al., 2018). In brief, 50,000 purified nuclei or
50 ng of Arabidopsis leaf genomic DNAwas used in each 50mL transposase
integration reaction for 30 min at 37°C using Nextera reagents (Illumina;
FC-121-1030). DNA fragments were purified using the Minelute PCR purifi-
cation kit (Qiagen), eluted in 11 mL of elution buffer, and the entirety of each
samplewas thenamplifiedusingHighFidelityPCRMix (NEB)andcustombar-
codedprimers for9 to12 totalPCRcycles.TheseamplifiedATAC-seq libraries
werepurifiedusingAMPureXPbeads (BeckmanCoulter), quantifiedbyqPCR
with the NEBNext Library Quantification Kit (NEB), and analyzed on a Bio-
analyzer High Sensitivity DNA Chip (Agilent) prior to pooling and sequencing.

High-Throughput Sequencing

Sequencing was performed using the Illumina NextSeq 500 or HiSeq
2000 instrument at the Georgia Genomics Facility at the University of
Georgia.Sequencing readswereeithersingle-end50-nucleotideorpaired-
end 36-nucleotide and all libraries that were to be directly compared were
pooled and sequenced on the same flow cell.
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Sequence Read Mapping, Processing, and Visualization

Sequencing reads were mapped to their corresponding genome of origin
usingBowtie2software(LangmeadandSalzberg,2012)withdefaultparameters.
GenomebuildsusedinthisstudywereArabidopsisversionTAIR10,M.truncatula
versionMt4.0, Tomato version SL2.4, and Rice version IRGSP 1.0.30. Mapped
reads in .sam formatwere converted to .bam format and sorted usingSamtools
0.1.19 (Li et al., 2009).Mapped readswere then filtered usingSamtools to retain
only those reads with a mapping quality score of 2 or higher (Samtools “view”
commandwith option “-q 2” to set mapping quality cutoff). Arabidopsis ATAC-
seq readswere further filteredwithSamtools to remove thosemapping to either
the chloroplast or mitochondrial genomes, and root hair and non-hair cell data
setswerealsosubsampledsuchthattheexperimentswithinabiologicalreplicate
hadthesamenumberofmappedreadspriortofurtheranalysis.Fornormalization
and visualization, the filtered, sorted .bam files were converted to bigwig format
using the “bamcoverage” script indeepTools2.0 (Ramírez et al., 2016)withabin
sizeof 1bpandRPKMnormalization.Useof the termnormalization in this article
refers to this process. Heat maps and average plots displaying ATAC-seq data
werealsogeneratedusing the “computeMatrix”and “plotHeatmap” functions in
the deepTools package. Genome browser images were made using the In-
tegrativeGenomics Viewer (IGV) 2.3.68 (Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013) with bigwig
files processed as described above.

Identification of Orthologous Genes among Species

Orthologous genes among species were selected exclusively from syntenic
regions of the four genomes. Syntenic orthologs were identified using
a combination of CoGe SynFind (https://genomevolution.org/CoGe/SynFind.
pl) with default parameters, and CoGe SynMap (https://genomevolution.org/
coge/SynMap.pl) with the QuotaAlign feature selected and a minimum of six
aligned pairs required (Lyons and Freeling, 2008; Lyons et al., 2008).

Peak Calling to Detect THSs

Peak calling on ATAC-seq data was performed using the “Findpeaks”
function of the HOMER package (Heinz et al., 2010). The parameters
“-region” and “-minDist 150” were used to allow identification of variable
length peaks and to set a minimum distance of 150 bp between peaks
before they are merged into a single peak, respectively. We refer to the
peaks called in this way as transposase hypersensitive sites or THSs.

Genomic Distribution of THSs

For each genome, the distribution of THSs relative to genomic features was
assessed using the PAVIS web tool (Huang et al., 2013) with “upstream”

regions set as the 2000 bp upstream of the annotated transcription start site
and “downstream” regions set as 1000 bp downstream of the transcription
termination site.

TF Motif Analyses

ATAC-seq THSs that were found in two replicates of each samplewere used
formotif analysis. The regionswereadjusted to the samesize (500bp for root
tip THSs or 300 bp for cell-type-specific dTHSs). The MEME-ChIP pipeline
(Machanick and Bailey, 2011) was run on the repeat-masked fasta files
representing each THS set to identify overrepresented motifs, using default
parameters.For furtheranalysis,weusedthemotifsderived fromtheDREME,
MEME,andCentriMoprogramsthatweresignificantmatches (Evalue<0.05)
to knownmotifs. Knownmotifs fromboth Cis-BP (Weirauch et al., 2014) and
theDAP-seq database (O’Malley et al., 2016) were used in allmotif searches.

Assignment of THSs to Genes

For each ATAC-seq data set, the THSs were assigned to genes using the
“TSS” function of the PeakAnnotator 1.4 program (Salmon-Divon et al.,

2010). This program assigns each peak/THS to the closest TSS, whether
upstreamor downstream, and reports the distance from the peak center to
the TSS based on the genome annotations described above.

ATAC-Seq Footprinting

To examine motif-centered footprints for TFs of interest, we used the
“dnase_average_profile.py” script in the pyDNase package (Piper et al.,
2013). The script was used in ATAC-seq mode [“-A” parameter] with
otherwise default parameters.

Defining High-Confidence Target Sites for Transcription Factors

We used FIMO (Grant et al., 2011) to identify motif occurrences for TFs of
interest, and significant motif occurrences were considered to be those
with a P value < 0.0001. Genome-wide high confidence binding sites for
a given transcription factor were defined as transposase hypersensitive
sites in a given cell type or tissue that also contain a significant motif
occurrence for the factor and also overlapwith a known enriched region for
that factor fromDAP-seqorChIP-seqdata (seealsoSupplemental Figure 2
for a schematic diagram of this process).

GO Analysis

GO analyses using only Arabidopsis genes were performed using the
GeneCodis 3.0 program (Nogales-Cadenas et al., 2009; Tabas-Madrid
et al., 2012). Hypergeometric testswere usedwith P value correction using
the false discovery rate (FDR) method. AgriGO was used for comparative
GO analysis of gene lists among species, using default parameters (Du
et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2017).

Accession Numbers

The raw and processed ATAC-seq data described here have been de-
posited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus database under record
number GSE101482. The characteristics of each data set (individual ac-
cession number, read numbers, mapping characteristics, and THS sta-
tistics) are included in Supplemental Data Set 8. For comparison to our
ATAC-seq data from root tips, we used a published DNase-seq data set
from 7-d-old whole Arabidopsis roots (SRX391990), which was generated
from the same INTACT transgenic line used in our experiments (Sullivan
et al., 2014). Publicly available ChIP-seq and DAP-seq data sets were also
used to identify genomic binding sites for transcription factors of interest.
These includeABF3 (AT4G34000;SRX1720080) andMYB44 (AT5G67300;
SRX1720040) (Song et al., 2016), HY5 (AT5G11260; SRX1412757), CBF2
(AT4G25470; SRX1412036), MYB77 (AT3G50060; SRX1412453), ABI5
(AT2G36270; SRX670505), MYB33 (AT5G06100; SRX1412418), NAC083
(AT5G13180; SRX1412546), MYB77 (AT3G50060; SRX1412453), WRKY27
(AT5G52830; SRX1412681), and At5g04390 (SRX1412214) (O’Malley et al.,
2016). Raw reads from these files weremapped and processed as described
above for ATAC-seq data, including peak calling with the HOMER package.
PublishedRNA-seqdata fromArabidopsis roothairandnon-haircells (Lietal.,
2016a) were used to define transcripts that were specifically enriched in the
root hair cell relative to the non-hair cell (hair-cell-enriched genes), and vice
versa (non-hair-enriched genes). We defined cell-type-enriched genes as
those whose transcripts were at least 2-fold more abundant in one cell type
than theotherandhadanabundanceofat leastfiveRPKMin thecell typewith
higher expression.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Figure 1. Comparison of read counts at enriched
regions in DNase-seq versus ATAC-seq and Crude-ATAC-seq versus
INTACT-ATAC-seq.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Analysis of reproducibility in tomato ATAC-seq
data

Supplemental Figure 3. Analysis of ATAC-seq signals at orthologous
genes.

Supplemental Figure 4. Defining high-confidence binding sites and
target genes for each TF.

Supplemental Figure 5. Overlaps of root tip transcription factor target
genes.

Supplemental Figure 6. Wild-type and hy5-1 root tip morphology and
gravitropism phenotypes.

Supplemental Figure 7. Comparison of ATAC-seq read counts
between data sets.

Supplemental Figure 8. Footprinting at motifs of cell-type-enriched
TFs in genomic DNA and cell-type-specific ATAC-seq data sets.

Supplemental Data Set 1. Characteristics of THSs in Arabidopsis,
M. truncatula, rice, and tomato.

Supplemental Data Set 2. Syntenic orthologous genes in all four
species.

Supplemental Data Set 3. Expressolog gene sets in four species.

Supplemental Data Set 4. Motifs common to THSs in all species.

Supplemental Data Set 5. Predicted target genes for ABF3, CBF2,
HY5, and MYB77 in all four species.

Supplemental Data Set 6. Motifs overrepresented in cell-type-
enriched differential transposase hypersensitive sites.

Supplemental Data Set 7. Binding sites and target genes for cell-
type-enriched TFs.

Supplemental Data Set 8. ATAC-seq data set characteristics.
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